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Welcome to the Department of Marine Science! 

This guide summarizes just a few of the key features of the Marine Science 
Program at CSU Monterey Bay. We recommend that you schedule a meeting          
if you have specific questions that cannot be answered through the guide and 
Marine Science web site.   
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What is Marine Science? Marine Science at CSUMB is the interdisciplinary study of the marine environment, with 

emphases on (1) the use of state-of-the-art technologies to collect & analyze scientific data, and (2) the application of 

the resultant information to management & policy-making. 

 

Why get a BS in Marine Science? Marine Science students receive training in scientific diving, remote sensing, 

molecular techniques, geographic information systems (GIS), science communication, and many other marketable 

laboratory & field skills, all of which are in high demand by employers and will lay the foundation for graduate study in 

a variety of disciplines. 

 

How does Marine Science differ from other majors on campus and at other Institutions around the region? 

Marine Science is not the same as marine biology. The CSUMB Marine Science program has an emphasis on inter-

disciplinary skills rather than on biology alone. However, a Minor in Biology is available on campus to augment training 

in specific areas of biology. Our Marine Science program differs from other marine-focused programs for its required 

emphasis on the application of science to management & policy. No other local programs require this integration.  



Bachelor of Science Degree 

CSUMB offers a single, interdisciplinary undergraduate degree in marine science 

that prepares students for a wide variety of jobs and graduate school programs. 
csumb.edu/catalog/marine-science-bs 

  



Master of Science Degree 
CSUMB offers a Master of Science in Marine Science through Moss Landing Marine Labs. Both 

campuses are located near the shores of Monterey Bay, an extraordinary place that is home to 

one of the greatest concentrations of marine science research and education institutions 

anywhere in the world. CSUMB is located only 20 minutes south of MLML and is by far the 

closest of the seven CSU consortium campuses affiliated with MLML.  

You can enroll through CSUMB and can take advantage of CSUMB housing and other resources, 

while doing most of you master’s work with MLML faculty, including CSUMB faculty advisers, 

in MLML facilities.  

The MLML master’s program is widely known and respected as one of the top marine science 

programs in the nation. This program will building upon your existing bachelor’s degree to give 

you the knowledge, skills, experience, and professional contacts you’ll need to take your 

marine-related career to a new level!  



Master of Science Degree 
(continued) 

 

  

 



Marine Science Capstone  
 

                                                                                                            csumb.edu/marinescience 

Marine Science Capstone Project 

Capstone provides students an opportunity to synthesize knowledge, skills, 
and abilities developed over the course of their learning experience at 
CSUMB. MSCI capstone helps students connect their marine science and 
policy knowledge to critical issues of ocean stewardship, conservation, 
exploitation, and management at local, national, and global scales. 

CSUMB Marine Science (MSCI) Capstone Options 
 
SEP Marine Science Majors may choose one of two, and only two, available 
options to meet the CSUMB capstone requirement for the major. 
 

Option 1: Marine Science Group Capstone MSCI 410 (1 units) 

-  Student must enroll in one of the approved MSCI Group Capstone classes 
(e.g., MSCI 433, 455, or 470) during his/her senior year (specifically, the 
year in which he/she is planning to graduate). 

-  Student must simultaneously enroll in MSCI 410 to receive credit for the 
capstone. 

-  May include a written report, public presentation, and/or research poster. 
 

Option 2: Marine Science Independent Honors Capstone with CSUMB Faculty 

Lead MSCI 490 (2-4 units) 

-  Student should discuss interest with a potential tenure-track CSUMB faculty 
advisor a minimum of one year prior to his/her intended graduation date. 
-  Student and advisor must develop a timeline for preparation of a capstone 
proposal. 
-  Proposal must achieve the equivalent of an A- from the CSUMB faculty 
advisor in order to proceed forward with the capstone project. 
-  In the student’s final semester the student should enroll in MSCI 402 to 
receive credit for capstone. 
-  Must include a written report and a public presentation assessed by advisor 
and 1 other faculty. 

https://csumb.edu/course/msci/490


Marine Science Capstone  
 

 
Internships: Many Marine Science Majors are encouraged to and do 
participate in research internship experiences as a valuable addition to their 
education (e.g. summer internships at partnering institutions arrange through 
UROC or an REU). However, Marine Science Majors wishing to use a research 
internship experience to fulfill their capstone graduation requirement fall 
under and must meet all conditions of Option 2 above. 

 

 



Marine Science Research Programs  
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Research Programs  

Marine Science Research All extramurally funded research activities in the 
CSUMB marine science program are conducted through Marine Science Research, 
formerly the Institute for Applied Marine Ecology (IfAME). Learn about faculty 
research labs, on-going research projects, vessels and equipment, and many other 
resources. 

Research Diving Program All research diving activities associated with CSUMB 
courses, student theses, and funded projects are conducted through the Research 
Diving Program. CSUMB is a member of the American Academy of Underwater 
Sciences. 

 

 

http://ifame.csumb.edu/
https://csumb.edu/diving
https://csumb.edu/diving
http://www.aaus.org/
http://www.aaus.org/


Research Diving Program 
 

csumb.edu/diving 

  

 



Marine Science  Research Faculty
ifame.csumb.edu/ 

 

 



Marine Science Faculty 
 Ifame.csumb.edu/about.html 

 

 

  



Marine Science Research Projects 
ifame.csumb.edu/projects.html 

 
 

 



Marine Science  Resources
 

csumb.edu/library/marine-science-research-guide 
 

 



showing the highly accessible location of CSU Monterey Bay to the Proximity map 

phenomenal Monterey Bay Canyon and other world-class marine research 

institutions and coastal management resources. 

 

 




